
DECORATIVE 
TEXTURE COATING

DECORATIVE TEXTURE COATING 
FOR INTERIOR WALL AND CEILING SURFACES



A decorative texture coating for finishing 
and revitalising interior surfaces
Kolibri Sand decorative texture coating brings the magic of vibrant, textured surfaces 
to your home – the easy way. This coating is easy to apply with a roller, brush or steel 
trowel. You are free to add patterns using e.g. a coating roller, comb, paint or wallpa-
per brush, or a plastic trowel.

Decorative coatings can also be coloured or in atmospheric black. Or why not try 
different colour combinations in the priming and decorative coating?  An impressive 
effect can be achieved when a paint tint underneath shines faintly through a coating 
of Kolibri Sand.

If you want to change the colours of the coated surface later, it can be repainted us-
ing interior paints from the BIORA series, for example.

KOLIBRI SAND DECORATIVE TEXTURE COATING
A water-borne, acrylate dispersion-based, light decorative texture coating. For 
the decoration of walls and ceilings in dry interior spaces. Painting surfaces: 
New or previously painted concrete, plaster, filler, brick and building board sur-
faces. Paint product group 316, (MaalausRYL 2001, paint product group 37). 
Spreading capacity: 1 – 1.5 m²/l. The method of application, patterning and 
surface affects the spreading capacity. Application method: Brush, roller. Col-
our (tintability): PM1 and PM3 can be tinted into the shades shown on the 
Kolibri Colour Chart. Packages: 2,5 l, 8,33 l.
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A turquoise decorative coating 
with a decorative roller
1.  If necessary, clean the surface with a BIOkleen Combi Cloth.
2.  Level out any holes and cracks with Silora LF Light Filler.
3.  Paint the wall with a Biora 7 Wall Paint, tint T4111.
4.  Spread the decorative coating with a painting roller, tint T4111.
5.  Finish the surface patterning with a decorative roller, using long parallel  
 strokes. Decorate a small area at a time, so that the decorative coating  
 does not dry before you have added the pattern.

Dark grey decorative coating using a brush 
1.  If necessary, clean the surface with a BIOkleen Combi Cloth.
2.  Level out any holes and cracks with Silora LF Light Filler.
3.  Paint the wall grey using a Biora 7 Wall Paint, tint T1336.
4.  Apply a black decorative coating of tint T4113, with a wide brush using  
 crosswise strokes.  Begin patterning from the edge. Try to maintain a  
 similar brush technique, to ensure that the end result is consistent. 

Use a wallpaper brush for light-coloured 
decorative coating.
1.  If necessary, clean the surface with a BIOkleen Combi Cloth.
2.  Level out any holes and cracks with Silora LF Light Filler.
3.  If the wall is coloured, begin by applying a Biora 7 Wall Paint, tint T4101.
4. Use a painting roller to apply the decorative coating in an even layer,  
 tint T1401.
5.  Finish the surface with a wallpaper brush, using horizontal strokes running  
 in the same direction. Decorate one row at a time, so that the decorative  
 coating does not dry before you have added the pattern.
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We make it easy
Teknos is a Finnish family company that has 
been established in 1948. Our versatile product 
selection includes paints and coating products 
for wood, stone aggregate surfaces and metal, 
for both indoor and outdoor use.

Uncompromising product development, strong 
experience and continuous education have made 
Teknos a leading expert in its area of operations. 
Our high-quality products and useful tips are 
also at your disposal, whenever you are looking 
for the best possible result.


